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Summary 

Catalyst 

Solution providers are increasingly under the gun to embed real-time insights and rapidly innovate 

their offerings. Customers are demanding embedded intelligence that empowers them to make smart 

decisions in the moment. And thanks to the emergence of software-as-a-service (SaaS) offerings, 

they are expecting their solution providers to rapidly refresh their solutions, regardless of whether they 

are delivered through on-premises software or in the cloud. That means embedding analytics into 

operational solutions and, increasingly, extending the power of analytics with predictive and 

prescriptive solutions using machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) – and delivering 

rapidly. For solution providers, getting there can be a complex balancing act that is constrained by 

time, resources, and availability of the right skillsets. The challenge is especially pertinent when it 

comes to recruiting and onboarding data science skills for which there is already steep demand. With 

these demands and constraints, solution providers must balance the demands of time-to-market with 

the realities of the time and costs that onboarding the right talent will involve. 

Ovum view 

For business solution providers, embedding analytics and machine learning is not simply a matter of 

adding functionality; it involves implementing new infrastructure and capabilities to their solutions. The 

pressure for innovation that originated from the SaaS world requires enterprise solution providers to 

continually adjust and respond to changing customer/market needs. That means deploying innovation 

quickly, failing fast and failing often, and being willing to practice robust data science processes in 

delivering machine-learning algorithms to make solutions even smarter. Solution providers face a 

decision: Invest and take the lead time to capitalize on building the infrastructure to embed analytic 

intelligence, or focus on their core IP. For a growing cross section of solution providers, the "buy" 

choice provides the most direct route to delivering fast, keeping costs under control, and keeping 

control over their destiny minus the distractions of building teams, and procuring and maintaining 

infrastructure. 

Building analytics brings unexpected challenges 

Plenty of opportunity for enriching – and differentiating – your 
solution 

This is the core challenge: your solution is data rich, and you want to gain greater competitive 

advantage from it. Your customers are demanding greater insights, and increasingly, that means 

blending your data with big data to get the bigger picture. And, given the publicized successes of AI 

(or deep learning) for image recognition and speech recognition, and ML for customer engagement 

and e-commerce applications focused on next-best offer, enterprises are asking their solution 

providers how they can benefit from AI or ML. This does not mean that solution providers should 

incorporate ML or AI into their solutions because of market hype; instead, the reason to incorporate 
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ML or AI is because those capabilities are essential to embedding the predictive and prescriptive 

capabilities that customers are demanding. 

For most operational solutions, incorporating big data has evolved from luxury to necessity. A few 

examples include: 

 traditional MRO (maintenance, repair, and operational) solutions incorporating IoT data to 

provide better visibility for predicting and prescribing maintenance 

 supply chain management systems incorporating streaming GPS data for optimizing logistics 

 risk management and perimeter security applications utilizing time-series data for enabling 

customers to nip potential threats or incursions in the bud. 

But try finding the right talent… 

Incorporating big data requires that solution providers bring in data scientists who understand how to 

identify and work with diverse data sets to extract the signal from the noise; demand for incorporating 

machine learning further compounds the challenge of finding the right people. The challenge is that 

demand for data scientists continues to rise; according to PwC, in the US alone, demand for data 

scientists will increase by 600,000 positions between 2015–19 to 2.9 million. And while not in the 

same spotlight, Ovum has found that many organizations are facing difficulty recruiting data 

engineers. 

The hurdle for solution providers seeking to meet customer demand for better insights is not simply 

resource or investment, but time. We estimate that it often takes 6–9 months to fully ramp up data 

scientists with the rest of the team. In delivering solutions to market, time is your greatest enemy. 

…and leveraging multiple disciplines 

Extending an existing operational solution with intelligence derived from analytics is not simply a 

matter of adding some additional code or functionality. It is a multidisciplinary challenge, requiring 

mastery on multiple levels, encompassing infrastructure, back-end data management software, 

unique analytics and data science skills, and understanding of how to deliver an optimal user 

experience. 

Admittedly, solution providers that have delivered their application via SaaS may be able to leverage 

some of their existing cloud infrastructure-related skillsets for extending their operational solutions 

with analytics. By contrast, many providers of on-premises solutions may look to the cloud for adding 

analytics to their products; in those cases, they will have to learn skills that will appear foreign to them. 

But experience with cloud infrastructure does not let SaaS providers off the hook. Regardless of 

whether the solution provider delivers their product through SaaS or conventional on-premises 

installed software, embedding analytics will require a blending of new skills – some of which may 

require significant time and resource to onboard; adding analytics is not simply a matter of adding 

some new application code or functionality. Furthermore, addition of analytics may open new 

regulatory compliance exposures as it involves using existing, or new sets of data in different ways, 

and in many cases, serving different (and often broader) end-user populations. Consequently, SaaS 

providers may have to revisit the challenge of satisfying mandates dictated by geography (e.g., 

GDPR) and/or domain (e.g., HIPAA for patient healthcare data, or PII for consumer financial data). 
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Analytics infrastructure has unique requirements 

This is a challenge, both for SaaS and traditional on-premises software providers. For traditional 

providers, understanding how to provision secure, isolated, multitenanted instances immediately and 

automatically will be a new skill. It also requires the knowledge of how to instrument the application to 

understand usage and performance; both are essential for the solution provider to deliver the 

promised SLAs. 

For experienced SaaS solution providers, this discipline may appear at first glance to be the most 

straightforward because they already manage the underlying infrastructure that delivers their solution; 

they also may be well accustomed to provisioning customers and meeting SLAs. Yet, because 

analytics workloads have different resource consumption profiles, designing or specifying 

infrastructure requirements will be different compared to what they managed with their existing 

operational or transaction offering. It will put their knowledge of cloud provisioning to the acid test. 

For instance, transactional and operational workloads often have more predictable resource 

consumption profiles; the operations are typically high volume, consisting of relatively simple create, 

read, update, or delete actions that are IOPS-intensive. By contrast, some analytic queries may be 

relatively simple, while others might be complex, involving multiple joins, aggregations, and 

transformations. This places a different burden on compute and storage compared to transaction or 

operational processing. And depending on the nature of the query, it may or may not require the high 

concurrency that is customary for transaction or operational applications. The result is that with 

analytics, infrastructure must be specified and provisioned differently compared to the original 

operational system. 

Put the pieces together 

Do you need to build the back-end data management tier? 

Analytics consume data differently than operational applications do. Instead of focusing on individual 

records, most analytics involve aggregating, joining, and transforming data. That is why data 

warehouses and data marts are designed differently compared to transaction or operational 

databases. The data must be modeled for different forms of query, with more attention devoted to 

building dimensions and indexes compared to transaction systems. Furthermore, if big data is 

required, the need is for developing data lakes cheaply and efficiently that store varied data such as 

text, images, log files, machine/IoT data, and time-series. Even if you already have an existing data 

warehouse and have (or must add) a visualization tool, you must consider how to measure, control, 

scale, and instrument it to ensure the performance, reliability, and scalability levels that your product 

will require. Leveraging your own data warehouse, you will need to keep control over the end-user 

experience to ensure that service-level promises are met. 

Because many problems have real-time components, there will be the need for developing the ability 

to manage real-time data flows for performing analytics, event detection and analysis, and integration 

with data at rest. SaaS architects will need to select from the growing array of streaming analytics and 

data flow processing engines to find the right solution for their needs. And to deliver an analytics 

solution that will likely rely on multiple sources of data, there will be the need to source data 

connectors/adapters and keep them up to date. The challenge is compounded by the reality that it is 

difficult for most organizations to reliably predict the rate at which their data will grow over time. If your 
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organization decides to build the analytics itself, it must constantly update the solution to scale with 

the data – not to mention the levels of concurrent usage that will occur over time. Your customers will 

expect that your solution will continue to deliver promised service levels regardless of how fast data 

and usage are growing. 

Deliver the user experience 

Successful insight-driven apps are integrating the insights right to the point of workflow. In many 

cases, adding insights will alter the workflow, changing how end users interact with their solutions and 

make decisions. Growing expectations for empowering end users with self-service has changed the 

role of the user experience: increasingly, the user experience defines, rather than presents, the 

application. 

Meeting such expectations requires new approaches to application design for enabling customers to 

tailor their experiences and insights with your solution. It must be designed to allow users to add new 

dashboards or charting capabilities tailored to their needs without the need for engaging IT (on the 

customer's side) or R&D (on the vendor side). For the solution provider, finding the right approaches 

for delivering self-service visualization requires specialists who understand human-machine 

interaction. 

The rising stakes with delivery 

The cloud is driving expectations for frequent updates 

Enterprises are embracing the cloud. Ovum's 2017/18 ICT Enterprise Insights research shows that 

across the board, enterprises are running on average almost 30% of their enterprise applications 

through SaaS services; for big data, the level is at 27.5%. However, Ovum is already seeing that 

enterprises are approaching cloud as an ongoing journey that will involve extensive hybrid on-

premises/cloud deployments, and Ovum expects solution providers to join them on those journeys. 

Solution providers are taking a variety of paths, ranging from offering point, integration hub, and/or 

analytics solutions that are deployed in the cloud and integrate with on-premises applications and 

data. Alternatively, they may migrate the core of their offerings to SaaS-based cloud services. 

There are several common threads for meeting your customers in the cloud. Your solution must 

integrate with data, regardless of where it lives – on-premises and/or in the cloud. And you must be 

prepared for more frequent, rapid update cycles. To meet such frequent refresh schedules, solution 

providers must embed the disciplines of DevOps and DataOps into their software delivery 

methodology. 

Machine learning and AI require agility 

Machine learning ups the ante for rapid delivery. It requires solution teams to adopt agile principles in 

choosing the best modeling framework and algorithms and data sets for the task. That emphasizes 

the need for employing the science of data science with testing, retesting, and evaluating multiple 

models and combinations of data sets concurrently. Your teams must be prepared to fail fast. And 

even once they have found the right model and the right data set(s), they must be ever vigilant in 
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detecting data and model "drift." As such, embracing machine learning means embracing the 

practices of DataOps and continuous test and deployment practices.  

Should you build or buy? 

Clearly, adding analytics will add significant time and cost for providers whose IP has been focused 

on delivering operational solutions serving a specific horizontal function or the unique requirements of 

an industry vertical. That challenge is compounded by the need to identify, recruit, and onboard skilled 

data scientists who are already in short supply. And even if your organization succeeds in retaining 

data science talent, do not underestimate the lead time for getting those skilled practitioners up to 

speed with your organization and business/vertical domain. 

For instance, one solution provider hired 24 additional software engineers to design, build, and 

maintain analytics functionality in its operational application at an annual cost of $5m based on 

prevailing pay scales averaging $100/hour. By contrast, by adopting an OEM approach that acquired 

analytics technology, that company was able to reduce its software engineering staff down to a team 

of four, reducing staffing costs by roughly 80%. 

The challenges of mastering the delivery of unique analytics functionality, understanding the 

architectural differences of analytic systems, onboarding hard-to-get data science and ML talent, and 

mastering agile/DevOps and DataOps delivery are steep. For solution providers, the importance of 

rapid time-to-market inevitably prompts the question of build versus buy. In deciding their strategy, 

they must ask themselves: 

 Does their organization already have the necessary expertise to design and add, not only the 

functionality, but the architecture and infrastructure required to embed analytics into the 

product? 

 Do they already have, or can they readily recruit, the necessary skills and expertise for cloud 

solution delivery? That encompasses infrastructure engineers and software engineers with 

expertise in cloud-based application design and data management. 

 Do they have the necessary expertise to master advanced analytics incorporating the latest 

innovations in data science and ML? That requires highly specialized practitioners skilled in 

the latest programming languages (e.g., Python, R, Scala) and capable of working with and 

selecting from the growing portfolio of open source ML and deep-learning models and 

frameworks that are becoming available. 

 Do they have the time and budget to invest in building out the analytics infrastructure and 

embedding analytics themselves? 

Given the expectations of customers for rapid time-to-value, solution providers face the choice of 

where to invest their resources. When it comes to big data analytics and harnessing the power of ML, 

should they reinvent the wheel? This was traditionally a decision faced by enterprise customers; that 

results in an applications market that allows enterprises to focus on the core IP or running their own 

businesses. The technology building blocks and frameworks for big data analytics and ML are more 

accessible than ever, thanks in large part to the explosion of libraries, algorithms, and frameworks that 

are availability through the open source community. 

To cite a familiar metaphor: The promise of analytics is so near, yet so far. In a tight labor market, 

where technologies (and skills requirements) are rapidly evolving, solution/application providers are 
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facing the same choices. Ultimately, the build-versus-buy decision boils down to the following 

questions: 

 Should they invest their time and resource recruiting and onboarding in tight job markets to 

draw the specialists that can incorporate and operationalize analytics, big data, data science, 

and ML into their solutions, or  

 Should they double down on their core IP with the business logic of their solutions, leveraging 

partners that perform the legwork for providing the underlying analytics engine that can 

differentiate their solutions? 

Figure 1: Build-versus-buy process 

 

Source: GoodData 

GoodData's answer to the build-versus-buy 
challenge 

Changing the way business intelligence is delivered 

GoodData delivers a cloud-based end-to-end service for delivering insights that eliminates the time 

and costs associated with building analytics into your own offerings. There is no need to recruit 

additional hard-to-get skills, no need to provision infrastructure, and no need to spend time developing 

and maintaining the software that will scale with demand. 

Focusing on helping solution providers add intelligence to their applications, most GoodData 

engagements take 6–12 weeks, as shown in Figure 1; the company claims that it can deliver analytics 

capabilities to solution providers at roughly 20% of the cost of the solution providers having done the 
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work themselves. Within weeks, solution providers can embed advanced analytics within their existing 

screens and workflows; this adds intelligence that can incorporate the latest best practice of data 

science and innovations of machine learning into their applications. 

Proof points 

 A hospitality solutions provider rolled out its first analytics project within 12 weeks. If it had 

built the solution in-house, it would have taken two years. Now, with the core analytics 

architecture in place, the provider can work in agile mode, introducing new analytics features 

in three days or fewer. 

 A managed solutions provider for enterprise applications wanted to help its clients mine 

insights from their ERP systems. Building the offering in-house would have required hiring at 

least four developers and one data architect. By buying the analytics, the provider introduced 

its analytics offering in 3 months, instead of the 18–24 months it would have taken if it had 

built the offering in-house. 

 An e-commerce provider introduced analytics capabilities within four months, avoiding the 

need to recruit at least eight developers. The company has estimated that it saved 2.5 years 

of lead time, and an estimated €1m in expense by buying the analytics piece of their solution. 

Figure 2: The GoodData platform 

 

Source: GoodData 

The GoodData platform 

As shown in Figure 2, the GoodData platform encompasses: 

 Data ingestion – The GoodData platform can ingest data from virtually any source with 

automated processes that can be scheduled and adjusted based on the format and structure 

of the source data sets. It protects data and supports compliance through end-to-end 

encryption, with extractions that can be pushed or pulled and that are continuously monitored 

and logged. 
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 Big Data Fabric – This is the storage tier, accommodating structured and variably structured 

data in an immutable data store. By acting as a central storage point and preserving ingested 

data regardless of changes to the source, GoodData's big data fabric eliminates ad hoc 

connections that are difficult to maintain. 

 Compute Services – This is where data is integrated from internal and third-party sources, 

transformed, and partitioned. GoodData's compute services support multiple analytic paths. A 

single data model can be enforced across multiple tenants, ensuring that insights are 

consistent. Customers can run SQL queries or work with queries written in popular languages 

such as R or Python. The compute services support a wide range of querying from interactive 

to running predictive or prescriptive analytics that operationalize machine learning. 

 Insights Delivery – Because the GoodData platform offers secure, multitenanted 

workspaces, insights generated from the platform can be embedded within the existing 

workflow of the solution. The insights can be made actionable through recommended actions 

and predictions, and skilled users can conduct ad hoc query with data exploration tools. The 

delivery tier supports a variety of visualization types, such as geo charts, dynamic tables, KPI 

dashboards, and alerts, plus the capability to export results in a variety of formats. The 

platform supports high concurrency, capable of scaling to hundreds of thousands of end 

users. 

 Governance and Security – GoodData technology is built on a set of rules and tools that 

allow for an automated, agile, consistent, and secure way of managing high volumes of 

customers, analytical products, users, and roles. GoodData takes a risk-based, multilayered 

approach to information security and implements its Information Security Management 

System using industry-standard best practices for data protection in cloud (including SOC 2, 

HIPAA, and additional regional and global data privacy regulations). 
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